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Site selection is one of the most important decision making processes for firms since, if done correctly, it
provides access to the best customers and the greatest market potential. In contrast, poor location
choices are costly and difficult to reverse.

This paper deals with the single branch site selection problem in the banking context. Due to the high
level of complexity (several factors have to be taken into consideration in the decision making process as
well as a wide range of entities' internal requirements), to date there is no single procedure that fits all
needs. This paper attempts to provide a solution to this problem by proposing a unified method based on
minimizing the distance from the candidate-branch to the most successful branches, taking into account
each banking institution’ notion of branch success. This methodology would work well at the lowest
possible cost.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Site selection is one of the most important decision making
processes for firms since, if done correctly, it provides access to the
best customers and the greatest market potential. In contrast, poor
location choices are costly and difficult to reverse. This also applies
to the banking sector, where the problem of finding the best loca-
tion for branches is of prime importance in order to achieve the
objectives set by the banking entity. In the present scenario of a
highly competitive banking industry, demographic branch site se-
lection is one of the key factors in maximizing a bank’ profitability
and increasing its market share (see Fig. 1).

The problem of deciding on the best site for a new branch may
be viewed as part of the general problem of restructuring the bank
branch network, [11]. Such a need arises in the event of changes in
bank regulations, motivating mergers that necessitate a redesign of
the branch network. This may also occur in other contingencies
such as acquisitions or the entry of a new bank into the market.
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In such circumstances, however, it may simply be sufficient to
open single offices that provide banking facilities for the bank, both
permanent and temporary, or to relocate branches or central hubs.
This paper deals with this single branch site selection problem in
the banking context under the assumption that, to date, there is no
one-size-fits-all procedure. As a matter of fact, due to the high level
of complexity (several factors have to be taken into consideration in
the decision making process as well as a wide range of entities'
internal requirements), so far no method of selecting optimal
branch sites has yet been developed that applies to all scenarios.
This paper attempts to provide a solution to this problem by pro-
posing a procedure that would work well for the greatest possible
number of cases for the least possible cost.

In general terms, selecting best location for a new branch means
taking into account certain criteria that depend on several (internal
and external) factors. Hence, a prior step in the selection of a
suitable site involves first identifying the key determinants and
then deciding which criteria are to be used in order to select the
ones that best fit the needs being considered. As a consequence,
branch site selection is a multi-criteria decisionmaking problem for
which the selection process usually is multi-stage with different
(sub)criteria at each level. To this wide variety of possible criteria
may be added the fact that some determinants (demographic and
ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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Fig. 1. Branch site selection model.
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socioeconomic factors, sectoral distribution of employment,
regional trade potential, etc.) have to be carefully managed due to
there being major variations in specifying local parameters as
opposed to internationally-accepted criteria. This is the case of local
demographics, which directly affect one of the main branch fea-
tures, the branch size. In fact, there is a close relationship between
branch size and local demographics since branch size depends on
branch cash transactions (number and amount) while these
depend on branch customers' needs for cash and these, in turn,
strongly depend on local demographics.1 Nevertheless, there is no
unified vision related to specifying local demographics due to the
major variations in defining particular types of areas: the distinc-
tion between urban and rural zones is growing fuzzy because the
main criteria defining these commonly include factors such as
population size/density, availability of certain support services like
secondary schools and hospitals which can vary greatly. Even the
thresholds used across countries may differ.

The multi-criteria nature of the problem together with the
aforementioned fuzziness of (some of) the key determinants, make
it impossible to cover all types of branches from every kind of
banking institution with a single model. As a matter of fact, while
1 For instance, business areas (zones with retail establishments) will have greater
cash needs than industrial zones.
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the literature shows that different criteria as well as different
mathematical techniques may be used for handling the problem of
bank branch location, it also highlights that there are neither
common criteria nor common procedures (see Ref. [6]). The
contribution of this paper is, thus, to address a unified vision by
taking advantage of each particular notion of bank branch success
to propos a decision model based on minimizing the distance from
the candidate-branch to the most successful branches.

As mentioned, the problem addressed in this work may be
included in the literature on bank branch selection under certain
pre-fixed criteria. In addition to the full range of factors contrib-
uting to branch selection choices, a set of mathematical techniques
have also been used. In Ref. [10] a model was developed aimed at
planning new branch locations. That study used regression analysis
to show that total population, average household size, population
growth rate, domestic per capita income, number of firms and
position of competitor banks are important factors affecting the
performance of a bank branch. In Ref. [2], a decision support system
for locating bank branches was developed with population, income
level, cultural characteristics, number of firms, total deposits,
growth potential and competitive situation as the main de-
terminants. In Ref. [12], having previously identified five main
criteria (demographic and socioeconomic factors, banking in-
dicators, recruitment in accordance and trade potential) a decision
support model for bank branch location selection was designed
ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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using the fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The Analytic
Hierarchy Process is also used in Ref. [13] for suitable fire site se-
lection. In Ref. [18], mathematical programming was used to pre-
sent a method for reorganizing the bank service network by
combining geographical information systems (GIS) representing
geographical/social attributes- with demand-covering models.
More recently, in Ref. [28], the hybrid method of AHP and Monte
Carlo simulationwas used in order to prioritize locations and select
the best. Also, the authors compared the results statistically, using
both descriptive and inferential statistics. In Ref. [3], a more so-
phisticated model for selecting optimal site location was proposed
that integrate available data sources and decision models such as
AHP, Geographic Information System (GIS) and the Maximal
Covering Location Problem (MCLP).

These approaches were developed under the scope of solving
related problems: firstly, how to identify the most commonly used
criteria for deciding on branch location, by weighting possible
criteria and sub-criteria; secondly, how to determine the best po-
tential sites using GIS-based software (often, the first and second
points are jointly analyzed as “to prioritize and select the appro-
priate location”); and thirdly, the ex-post application of methods to
ensure that optimal locations are found in relation to the previously
fixed criteria (such as MCLP, in order to maximize demand
coverage, e.g., when there is a limited budget for establishing new
branches).

However, the approach proposed in this paper employs a
different philosophy: each banking entity is an expert on its own
situation and has its own notion of optimal location depending on
its particular premises and current circumstances. Hence, in order
to identify the most appropriate locations for a particular bank,
primarily the notion of its “branch success” must be defined. Once
this has been specified (i.e., its most successful branches have been
identified), the next step is to minimize the distance from the
candidate-site’ features to that of the successful branches in an
attempt to imitate the existing locations that work very well.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. While sec-
tion 2 sets out the problem of identifying and selecting criteria,
section 3 addresses criteria categorization, where the factors are
divided into external and internal groups. Such a broad division of
factors is necessary for operational purposes when developing the
decision support model. Section 4 provides an overview of the
quantification of special data (qualitative banking data and multi-
factors, i.e., criteria with sub-criteria) as an interim step towards
the branch site selection model. Section 5 involves the model
design. Section 6 develops a minimization structure for branch
opening costs and, finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Identification of the factors

Regardless of research perspective, any attempt to address the
branch site selection problem involves identifying the key factors
governing that choice. The next step towards the selection of the
best branch site is to decide upon which criteria are to be used.

As explained in the literature review above, there is awide range
of criteria used to optimally situate a bank branch. Following [19],
the major ingredients for deciding where to locate branch-banks
are: growth rates of deposits and loans, degree of competition,
easy accessibility, and operating costs of potential sites. Other de-
terminants are based on socio-economic attributes: demographics
and behavioural factors that are ill-defined and fuzzy in nature. We
will cover the issue of fuzziness in the following section.

The multi-criteria nature of the problem implies considering
both criteria and sub-criteria. For instance, if the first criterion is the
position, various sub-criteria may be utilized: the effect of prox-
imity to wealthy residential areas and the distances between
Please cite this article in press as: Cabello JG, A decision model for bank b
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branches, as in Ref. [19], while [17] and [10], consider commercial
areas and huge economic organizations instead. When all costs are
independent of location, the choice will then be guided by prox-
imity to potential customers, competing organizations and centers
of economic activity in general, [16]. More detailed information on
this may be found in Ref. [6]. Despite it not being the principal aim
of this work to list all branch factors that may affect a location
choice, the main ones identified from a detailed review of the
available literature are presented in Table 1.
3. Factor categorization

In addition to the wide range of existing criteria for site selec-
tion, several categorizations can be made. We have chosen to split
branch features into external and internal groups. External de-
terminants may include population data (population size/density)
and availability of certain support services such as secondary
schools and hospitals, while internal characteristics include “a
banking institution’ own’ features” such as its own’ arrangements
or accounting data.

This categorization is merely operational: while internal fea-
tures will allow us to incorporate the specific characteristics and
arrangements of banking institutions into the model, external ones
will point out the most appropriate location for the new branch. In
fact, since our model is based on imitating the best existing choices'
features, the part of the model outputs based on external factors
will provide suitable potential areas which should be considered as
the most desirable locations. This will be explained in detail in the
decision model in section 5. The remainder of this section is
devoted to showing some special features of both external and
internal determinants.
3.1. External factors: local demographics

As acknowledged earlier, external factors have a great specific
weight in the decision model since they indicate the most desirable
(best) areas in which to locate a new branch. Although there are
many other forms, external factors can be identified with local
demographics, as described above. Some reflections on these are
therefore necessary since local demographics exhibit special fea-
tures that may distort a unified forecasting procedure with regard
to signalling geographic areas.

Demographic parameters have to be carefully managed due to
their fuzzy nature: take as an example the fact that branch man-
agers usually categorize branches as being city centre’, rural’ or a
business centre’, depending not (only based) on the geographical
location of the branch but also on the number and amount of
transactions. Without a clearly defining these characteristics,
although a branch is geographically located in a rural area, it could
be considered by practitioners as city centre’ if its number and
amount of transactions exceeds the internal benchmarks for rural
branches. Actually, this categorization of branches is quite unclear
because the distinction between urban and rural areas is growing
fuzzy, see Ref. [4]: while the main criteria for defining this
commonly include population parameters, the combination of
criteria/thresholds applied may vary greatly across countries. These
major variations in demographics specified using “local” -as
opposed to “internationally-accepted”- parameters make it very
difficult to design a unified procedure for the optimal placement of
a bank branch that fits all contexts. The fuzziness of these param-
eters is bypassed by the model developed in the following section
(paragraph 4.2).
ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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Table 1
Site selection main factors.

Factors Sub-factors

Number of potential customers Daytime population
Education level

Socioeconomic situation Number of houses
Summer houses
Education places, universities, colleges

Social potential Entertainment places, parks
Hospitals
Financial institutions
Number of works places

Commercial potential Shopping centers
Parking facilities, car services
Restaurants
Cooperatives, gas stations

Competition Number of competitors' bank branches
Type of bank services provided by competitors

Financial situation Average household income
Total family income, bank-robbery rate
Ease of travel

Ease of access Proximity to public transport
Traffic crossings in the area
Major transportation arteries including highways
Population growth
Population size/density

Growth potential Percentage of married couples
Percentage of senior citizens
Rate of returns, capital cost

Investment data Property taxes, depreciation
Insurances, and investment budgets.
Strategic bank business policies

Policy data Local and federal government laws and regulation

Table 2
Quantifying local demographics.

z1 z2 z3 dmin dmax

0 0 0 1.0 1.0
0 0 1 1.0 1.1
0 1 0 1.0 1.1
0 1 1 0.9 1.1

1 0 0 1.0 1.1
1 0 1 0.9 1.1
1 1 0 0.9 1.1
1 1 1 0.8 1.2

z1 ¼ unemployment.
z2 ¼ density of population.
z3 ¼ percentage of foreign population.
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3.2. Internal factors

Internal factors are characteristic features of each banking en-
tity. Unfortunately, branch level information is usually confidential
and not publicly available, a fact that greatly complicates the in-
formation gathering process. A good source for finding the main
internal branch factors is the research literature related to
branching efficiency.2 Therefore, while reviewing notion(s) and
methods for evaluating branching efficiency, internal branch de-
terminants are brought to light.

Let us start with banking efficiency. The most commonly used
definition of banking efficiency is based on the tools employed to
measure operating banking efficiency. These techniques (classical
accounting ratios such as returns on assets and returns on
2 This notion was firstly suggested in Ref. [8], where the authors pointed out that
branch efficiency literature was much less complete than banking efficiency
literature.
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investment, linear programming -DEA- or stochastic methods -SFA,
DFA- and their variants, [5]), [24], assign a numerical score to
financial institutions allowing for comparison amongst them as
well as identifying those which are not efficient enough if their
benchmarks do not reach certain confidence levels. This underlies
the definition of banking efficiency: the greater the bank bench-
mark, the more efficient the banking institution. Some authors
justify the fact that the analysis of efficiency unit has typically been
a bank rather than an individual branch of the bank due to the lack
of easy access to branch-level data. In reality, efficiency studies at
the branch level are relatively few when compared to those per-
taining to banks as a whole.

Importantly, in the same way that the analysis of the financial
institutions' performance allows a ranking of the firms, branching
efficiency could be used to rank the branches: positioning the
branches with respect to each other in terms of their efficiencies in
a competitive environment, [22]. Actually, ranking the branches
would allow identification of the best: this fact is of capital
importance for our decision model since it is based on imitating the
best existing choices.

In the existing literature, there are various underlying insights
into branching efficiency: Paradi, Yang and Zhu [23], distinguish
between three approaches for assessing efficiency: production,
profitability and intermediation approaches. The production
approach evaluates the branch using inputs (labour, capital and
space) to generate outputs (loans, deposits and insurances). The
profitability models study how efficiently a branch uses its inputs
cost factors to create revenue from outputs. Finally, the interme-
diation approach considers the branches to be intermediaries col-
lecting funds for loans and other profitable activities. This is closely
linked to the technical efficiency notion (the maximum output
produced from the minimum quantity of inputs). Both ideas sug-
gest minimizing all related costs: as we shall in section 6, the banks'
main goal when opening a new branch is to make costs as low as
ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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possible (see Ref. [20]). All in all, the information collected through
these surveys (inputs and outputs) may be used as internal branch
determinants.

4. Quantifying the factors

Let us now look at branch site selection under the location-
allocation perspective.3 In these surveys (see Ref. [10] or [27])
two factors are highlighted: the costs of providing services and the
quality of the services provided. Both can serve as examples of
quantitative versus qualitative factors whose scoring might be
addressed differently: actually, while quantitative factors (like
branch costs) are easily and internationally accepted, qualitative
ones (including quality of the service provided) are not. For that
reason, this section is aimed at briefly examining the way in which
special types of branch determinants may be quantified. This in-
formation could be used when, at some stage of the future decision
making process, scoring of branch feature vectors is required.

4.1. Quantifying qualitative factors

Some considerations on the way in which qualitative banking
data can bemeasured are presented here. The following procedures
apply to interviews, surveys and focus group data.4 Basic methods
for converting qualitative individual’ perceptions or assessments
into quantitative data include tables, scales or illustrative analysis
of preference evaluations:

� One-Way Tables are themost straightforward form of analysis as
they allow tabulation of results, question by question.

� Cross-Tabulation (Two-Way and Higher-Way Tables) are used
when each question has multiple possible answers as the table
breaks the total sample down.

Other different measurement methods for quantifying qualita-
tive banking data, (see Ref. [21]), are:

� quantification methods based on common subjective probabil-
ity distributions. The first was suggested by Theil [32] in order to
provide an alternative to the use of balance statistics in the
quantification.

� The probability method, by Carlson and Parkin [29]. The method
was independently discovered by Knobl [30] and Carlson and
Parkin [29] and it assumes that agents report expected changes
only if this changes are above or below an indifference
threshold.

� The regression approach, suggested, as an alternative, by
Pesaran [31], in which quantitative expectations are function of
a specific regression model rather than a specific probability
distribution.

Here, we focus on methods which supply aggregate expectation
measures. From these, a range of procedures for quantifying qual-
itative data has been developed. Many others are available for
dealing with qualitative information that can be coded either as
binary variables (Yes/No, presence/absence type data) or as cate-
gorical variables (high, medium or low levels of access to regional
facilities, for instance). If factors affecting qualitative features of the
binary sort are to be explored, logistic regression modeling can be
also used.
3 Within the literature, this is commonly known as facility location problems
with immobile servers, stochastic demand and congestion (see Ref. [9]).

4 The example considered is the bank branch service quality.
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It should be noted that the final objective of the brief overview
of scoring/ranking methods in this paragraph is to provide tools
that may be applied when the need to rank the bank branches
arises at some stage of the forthcoming decision model. In any case,
each banking entity undoubtedly has its own scoring system to
evaluate its branches.

4.2. Quantifying multi-factors and fuzzy factors: local
demographics

Some branch determinants may in turn be affected by several
sub- determinants. This paragraph is aimed at describing a robust
method of quantifying factors which depends on several parame-
ters. This method also bypasses the fuzziness of (sub-)parameters
by allowing them to be processed only when applicable.

Local demographics (hereinafter referred to as d) are key factor
for site selection models that depend on many variables (multi-
factor), measured differently in each country (fuzzy factor). In order
to overcome the wide range of demographic parameters, d must
depend on binary variables that make it equal to 1 if it applies and
0 if not. This allows the widest range of cases to be covered since
these sub-parameters can be processed only when applicable.
Moreover, a range of values d2½ dmin; dmax� may be considered
instead of a single one.

As an illustrative example ([14]) we consider the following three
geographical variables as determinants of branch location with
regard to demographic factors: z1 ¼ unemployment, z2 ¼ density of
population and z3 ¼ percentage of foreign population. Thus, the
values of local demographics are determined by the values of the
chosen geographic variables zi, according to a table as follows (see
Table 2):

This argument can be easily extended when either more vari-
ables are needed or a wider range of variable’ values is considered:
both the variables and the number of these can be freely selected.

5. The decision support model for bank branch site selection

Asmentioned before, the literature shows that, while there are a
wide range of approaches that may be used for handling the bank
branch location problem, there is no single procedure that fits all
needs. We shall take advantage of each bank branch success' notion
in order to establish a general procedure that may should help
decide the best branch location in all cases. Thus, in this paragraph,
we start from the assumption that the best location for a new
branch needs to be determined.

5.1. Define bank branch success

This paragraph is aimed at developing a setting of bank branch
success that is as general as possible in order to cover the majority
of scenarios. Our final goal is to comprehend the full range of in-
ternal bank regulations as well as bypassing the fuzziness on some
measurement parameters.

Branch managers define bank branch success according to
several factors: but they undoubtedly do according to their banking
institution’ own internal arrangements. That is, they completely
know what branch success means for their banking institution. On
the one hand, since inside the same bank branch network there are
differentiating branch features, the notion of branch success would
be specifically defined for a category of branches.5 On the other
hand, once the category of branches has been defined, a criterion
5 Practitioners usually group the branches into city centre’, rural’ or business
centre’.

ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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has to be selected according to a priority objective for the consid-
ered entity in the current socioeconomic circumstances: with re-
gard to this criterion, branch managers may indicate which branch
(or which group of branches) is the most successful. In conse-
quence, wemay assume that the concept of branch success is set by
each banking institution. Thus, in order to identify the best site for a
new branch, two previous steps (pre-processing steps) are
necessary:

Step 1 A category of branches should have been specifically
defined. This limits the problem since the new branch (for
which the best location is being decided) belongs to this
category.
Step 2 A criterion has to be selected according to a priority
objective for the considered entity in the current socioeconomic
climate. This selection may be made through ad-hoc method-
ologies, where priorities are identified from a list of possible
criteria by expert judgments made on pairwise comparisons.6

Thus, the best site will be sought in relation to this criterion.

In order to achieve our goal, let us recall the notion of feature
vector. In pattern recognition andmachine learning, a feature vector
is an n-dimensional vector of numerical features (or qualitative
features which may be quantified somehow) representing an ob-
ject. For operational purposes, we consider that the features are
categorized into two main groups, where b ¼ (exb, inb) is a feature
vector representing a branch b, in which exb denotes a sub-vector
formed by branch external features and inb denotes a sub-vector
formed by branch internal features (see section 3 for further
details).

This process mainly consists of the following (processing) steps:

Step 3 Branch-specific main features7 have to be chosen ac-
cording to the criterion (selected according to a priority objec-
tive). Note that the different entities would probably choose
different features or the even same entity may select different
features depending on different socioeconomic scenarios.
Step 4 A feature vector is attached to each branch. This feature
vector should contain “the most significant branch features”
from step 3. Hence, we shall consider that a branch b is equal to a
feature vector subdivided into external (exb) and internal factors
(inb):

b ¼
�
exb
inb

�
:

Step 5 Numerical values are taken for each factor as scores.
Some of the factors may be easily quantified (quantitative de-
terminants like branch costs) while others (qualitative de-
terminants) may be quantified using other tools (see section 4).

Once a numerical vector formed by the scores for the main
features is attached to any branch, the highest scores indicate the
most significant branches, i.e., the successful ones. The notion of
branch success may be extended in a fuzzy way: i.e., a range of
values can be considered instead of a single one for all
determinants:

Definition 1. A branch b* is considered to be successful if its
6 See Ref. [3] or [6] for instance.
7 Those factors which are particularly relevant for the current case must be

selected amongst all factors/determinants which influence branch size. When these
factors become coordinates of the feature vector, they are called features.
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numerical-valued feature vector, in all vector entries, moves in a
closed interval8 ½ *

b;
*
b� fixed by bank experts for each entity.
5.2. Do not deviate from branch success

Once the successful branches have been highlighted, the key
decision to be made with regard to the branch site selection
problem is to choose the site closest to the successful branches, as
defined above (Definition 1).

When are two branches close to one another? This does not
mean that they are in physically proximity. If geographical distance
is not necessarily required, some notion of distance might be thus
specified. Then, the distance between two branches is defined
through their corresponding feature vectors as follows:

Definition 2. (Distance between branches). The distance be-
tween two branches bi ¼ ðexbi ; inbi Þ; bj ¼ ðexbj

; inbj
Þ, isj, is the

Euclidean distance between their corresponding feature vectors:

d
�
bi;bj

� ¼ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
exbi

� exbj

�2 þ �
inbi

� inbj

�2r
: (1)

Once the distance between branches has been stated, the branch
site selection’ model will be developed based on imitating branch
success. In other words, our model seeks to minimize the distance
between the candidate-branch and the successful one, according to
the following result:

Theorem3. The problem of finding a branchwithminimum distance
to a successful one has at least one solution.

Proof. According to Weiertrass's Extreme Value Theorem, for a
real-valued continuous function (d(bi, bj)) on a non-empty compact
domain, there exists global minimum. The extremum occurs either
at critical points within (in the interior) or at the end points of the
interval.

In regard to the aforementioned non-empty compact domain, it
should be noted that this optimization programme is a multivariate
minimization problem where each variable belongs to a closed
interval, the corresponding one assigned by Definition 1. Hence,
since the cartesian product of compact sets is compact, the result
follows.

It should be noticed that any other definition of distance may be
considered if more appropriate to the context, provided that it is a
continuous function (the non-empty compact domain is provided
by the cartesian product of closed intervals such as ½ *

b;
*
b�).

However, regardless of the definition adopted, our model will still
function on the basis of imitation of branch success by minimizing the
distance to the successful branches.

This principle further extends the decision model’ steps:

Step 6 Minimize the distance amongst the branch-candidate
and the most successful branches. For this, the input is the
feature vector of the branch-candidate, which has as many
variables (non numerical-valued) as there are external and in-
ternal features, leading to a constrained multivariate minimi-
zation problem that has at least one solution (Theorem 3).

The outputs are vectors with minimum distance to successful
branches, which comprise external and internal features. The first
part of these vectors contains all external features which have to be
8 A different closed interval is considered for each vector entry, i.e., there are as
many intervals as there are vector entries. Hence, the feature vector belongs to the
cartesian product of the closed intervals.

ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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imitated. This would offer an appropriate area for locating the new
branch.

Note that, whereas the first features allow the identification of
the best site(s) for the new branch, the second ones guarantee the
preservation of all the entity’ own characteristics throughout the
process.

As mentioned before, it is not necessary to consider only a single
successful branch as a groupmay be used. That is, the minimization
of distance between the candidate and the most successful branch
one may apply simultaneously to a group of branches within the
same category. Thus, the process would run in parallel thereby
producing more than one output.

The fact that more than one output may be expected enhances
the range of possible choices. This leads to the final step in the
decision model:

Step 7 Fromall outputs, select themost convenient according
to pre-fixed criteria. Such criteria may take many forms
including minimizing costs (total setup cost, fixed cost, total
annual operating cost etc.), minimizing the longest distance
from the existing facilities (average time/distance traveled,
maximum time/distance traveled, etc.) and maximizing serv-
ice… Whether or not new locations are physically close to
existing branches is left to the bank manager’ judgement since
this contingency depends on each bank’ requirements, which in
turn depend on current socio-economic circumstances and
priorities. Hence, while it is unusual to open new offices in the
proximities of existing ones, in specific areas, this greater ca-
pacity (more branches near each other) could meet an increase
in demand.

Finally, in our decision model, the last choice to be made in step
7 relates to minimizing branch opening costs. This is discussed in
next paragraph.

In summary, the decision model is as follows:
9 Here “proper” means “not intended for illustrative purposes”. In fact, there are
severe difficulties when accessing sufficiently detailed real banking data at the
branch level. As a consequence, only a few studies are supported by real banking
records, as mentioned in Ref. [15]. This author argues that branch literature is much
less complete than banking literature due to the lack of easy access to branch-level
data.
10 The allowed cash threshold for large deposits is considered a branch size
benchmark, i.e., a key sign of a branch’ ability to manage their liquid resources: a
low threshold for deposits is seen in those branches that are unable to handle big
deposits (small branches) while larger branches, able to handle high volumes of
cash, have high deposits thresholds.
6. Minimizing the cost of branch opening

Opening a branch has a related price. This cost, which should
always be minimized, consists of two components: branch opening
costs and service provision costs. This first is related to immediate
expenses such as refurbishment, security, and equipment costs. The
second ones, to operating costs, including employee-related costs.
For ease, here we simply refer to “opening costs” as the all costs
involved when opening a branch.

The banks' main goal when opening a new branch is to reduce
costs asmuch as possible (see Ref. [20], where the authors present a
non-linear re-structuring model, aimed at redesigning the bank
network at a minimal cost). The intention of our decision model is
also to maintain this premise:

Minimize : branch opening costs ðbÞþ service provision costsðbÞ
s:a

	
each numerical� valued feature vector entry of b

belongs to closed intervals such as

 *

b;
*
b

�

Theminimization of branch opening costs specifies the criterion
followed in previous sept 7: i.e., the site that is finally selected is
that whichminimizes an appropriate branch opening cost function.
Hence, the final step is the following:

Step 7’ From all minimization programme’ outputs, select the
one which minimizes the branch opening costs.
Please cite this article in press as: Cabello JG, A decision model for bank b
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7. An illustrative example

Implementing the proposed method implies a huge quantity of
branch data. It should also be added that this information is not
publicly available. While this does not represent a problem for
banks themselves, this limitation prevents any type of proper9

model validation. This section is therefore devoted to showing
the functioning of the proposed methodology using a didactic
example intended for illustrative purposes.

For this, let us suppose that a banking entity is facing the
following scenario: an existing branch is overburdened due to
prolonged excess demand. This branch is located in a rural area
whose potential is expected to increase in the coming years as a
result of territorial re-distribution and expansive rezoning. In
consequence, the entity must assess the possibility of opening a
new additional branch in the area to either absorb the excess de-
mand or confront the entry of competitors into the area (or both).

Thus, according to the proposed methodology, the following
steps should be taken:

Step 1 A category of branches should have been specifically
defined. According to the categorization of branches as city
centre’, rural’ or business centre’, here the selection should be
rural.
Step 2 A criterion has to be selected according to a priority
objective for the entity in the current socioeconomic climate.

The priority objective is either to absorb the excess demand or
face the entry of competitors (or both contingencies). Since the
banking entity already has a branch in the zone, a reasonable cri-
terion could be size in order to select small, provided that branches
may be categorized as large, medium and small. The specific size of
the branch (small or medium?) would depend on the size of that
demand.

Step 3 Branch-specific main features have to be chosen ac-
cording to size, as the selected criterion. This means that those
factors particularly relevant to the present case have to be
selected amongst all factors/determinants which influence
branch size. When these factors become coordinates of the
feature vector, they become called features.

There are many factors that influence branch size. In addition,
branch managers use several ways to quantify the size of a branch:
the volume of credits, the number of business/private clients, the
number of staff, the volume of deposits, or the allowed cash
threshold for large deposits10, amongst other criteria. Branch size is
not a closed concept: on the contrary, it may be measured through
several parameters. In general terms, the most accepted is to
consider the size of a branch as an increasing function of the total
branch cash needs: bigger branches correspond to bigger move-
ments -entries and exits- of liquid resources (see Ref. [14]). For all
these reasons, a very high number of possible factors may be
ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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expected (see Fig. 2).
In such cases (when a huge quantity of factors is managed),

tables like the one shown in Fig. 3 (which is a simplification) are
useful for conducting the factor selection procedure. Importantly,
implementing these procedures into algorithms should provide an
easy-to-handle system (see the Conclusions section for further
details).

Once the factors have been selected, a feature vector may be
attached to each branch (Step 4 of themodel). In the next step (Step
5), numerical values can be assigned to each factor in accordance
with the entity's own internal branch scores. Indeed, it is assumed
that long-established banking entities would have up-to-date in-
formation available on their efficient and under-performing
branches as this is periodically assessed,11 either for internal con-
trol purposes or to comply with legislation.

Finally, the remaining steps must be carried out to complete the
site selection procedure:

Step 6 Minimize the distance amongst the branch-candidate
and the most successful branches.
Step 7 Fromall outputs, select themost convenient according
to pre-fixed criteria, which is “size” in our case.
Step 7’ From all minimization programme’ outputs, select the
one which minimizes the branch opening costs.
11 In relation to banks, the usual techniques for evaluating the efficiency are
classical accounting ratios such as returns on assets and returns on investment,
linear programming -DEA- or stochastic methods -SFA, DFA- and their variants,
which assign a numerical score to financial institutions allowing them to be
compared (as solid blocks) as well as identifying those which are not efficient
enough if their benchmarks do not reach certain confidence levels. As far as
branches are concerned, Berger, Hanweck and Humphrey [7], and Paradi, Yang and
Zhu [23], distinguish between three approaches to assessing efficiency: production,
profitability and intermediation approaches. The production approach evaluates
the branch using inputs (labor, capital and space) to generate outputs (loans, de-
posits and insurances). The profitability models study how efficiently a branch uses
its input cost factors to generate revenues from outputs. Finally, the intermediation
approach considers the branches to be intermediaries collecting funds for loans and
other profitable activities, see Ref. [1], and [26].
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8. Conclusions

This paper deals with the single branch site selection’ problem
in the banking context under the assumption that it is one of the
most important decision making processes for banks. However, the
high level of complexity (several factors have to be taken into
consideration in the decision making process as well as a wide
range of internal requirements for the various entities) has meant
that, to date, here is no one-size-fits-all procedure. This paper at-
tempts to provide a unified approach based on each banking
institution’ notion of branch success, that would work well for all
kind of branches. On the one hand, it can be adjusted as required
and tailored to suit the specific requirements of each banking
institution (or each kind of candidate-branch). Moreover, this can
be achieved at the least possible cost since all necessary fine-
tunings can be carried out throughout the banking institutions'
own computer services. On the other hand, the generality of the
proposed method would also allow it to be applied -with minor
changes- to supermarkets, petrol stations, or other businesses with
branches. Such a global approach is beneficial in several ways: e. g,
decreasing costs by replacing several local approaches with a uni-
versal one.

It should be noted that, under the proposed methodology, an
existing set of successful bank branches should be provided as
reference points as the search for new (optimal) locations consists
of imitating the features of these reference points as closely12 as
possible. A similar data set of reference points would be required
for non-banking entities, which may or may not exist, although
large banking institutions undoubtedly have up-to-date informa-
tion available on successful and under-performing branches, as this
is periodically assessed,13 either for internal control purposes or to
comply with current legislation (for instance, regulatory reforms
that set the safety liquidity levels that banks must attain -Basel III
rules).

In the minimization programme proposed, several changes can
bemade according to different scenarios. These include: firstly, that
the classical notion of Euclidean distance may be replaced by other
definitions which would be more suitable. For this, normalized
correlation, pattern intensity squared and many others methods
(from image similarity metrics for instance) may be useful
depending on the specific situation. Specifically, while there are
more distances which could be considered, two kinds of measures
may be used to estimate the relationship between two objects:
distance measures and similarity measures (giving rise to similarity
functions like the well-known Pearson correlation measure). In the
first group, the distance would vary depending on the type of data
attributes: numeric attributes (the similarity between two data in-
stances may be calculated using the Minkowski metric, with the
well-known Euclidean distance as a particular case), binary
12 The term “close” means the minimum distance between the successful loca-
tion(s) and the candidates.
13 Related to banks, usual techniques to evaluate the efficiency are classical ac-
counting ratios such as returns on assets and returns on investment, linear pro-
gramming -DEA- or stochastic methods -SFA, DFA- and their variants, which assign
a numerical score to financial institutions allowing for comparison amongst them
(as solid blocks) as well as identifying those which are not efficient enough if their
benchmarks are not into some levels of confidence. As far as branches are con-
cerned, Berger, Hanweck and Humphrey [7], and Paradi, Yang and Zhu [23],
distinguish between three approaches to assess efficiency: production, profitability
and intermediation approaches. The production approach evaluates the branch
using inputs (labor, capital and space) to generate outputs (loans, deposits and
insurances). The profitability models study how efficiently a branch uses its cost
factors of inputs to create revenues from outputs. Finally, the intermediation
approach considers the branches as intermediaries collecting funds for loans and
other profitable activities, see Ref. [1], and [26].

ranch site selection: Define branch success and do not deviate, Socio-
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attributes (the distance between objects may be calculated through
contingency tables), and other types such as nominal, ordinal or
mixed-type attributes for which specific definitions of distance are
required. The choice of Euclidean distance for the proposed
methodology is based on two points: firstly, branch features are
usually numerical attributes, that can be quantified by using the
corresponding techniques (discussed in section 4 “Quantifying the
factors”). Secondly, Euclidean distance is the most common mea-
sure for geographical distance, which may be taken into account as
an additional branch feature when constructing the feature vector.
Moreover, Euclidean distance is the most widely known.

A second variation could be to fix some of the variables that
comprise the corresponding feature vector, which would be the
case of pretending a higher level of similarity between the
candidate-branch and the successful ones. In any case, changesmay
be implemented as needed.

It should be noticed that, when numerically-valued examples
are attempted, a huge quantity of output data has to be managed.
However, this theoretical setting may be easily converted into an
algorithm (or into an expert system): this is a future research
project within a foreseeable period of time.
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